Above the clouds is a sunny sky.  
Beyond the rain the earth is dry.  
Some sees the sunshine, other see rain.  
Some are happy, others have pain.  

Some see the daylight, others have night.  
Some things are wrong, others are right.  
For every right there is also a wrong.
For each sad heart there is a song.

We go through stages, and wonder why
A time to laugh, and one to cry.
When you feel sad, know that won't last.
It soon will be part of the past.

Cheer up, my friend, and remember me.
Then think of things still yet to be.
We cannot know what the morning bring,
except for these opposite things.

The rain won't hurt if you don't mind it.
The sun is there if you find it.
I wish you always sunshine and smiles.
A gentle touch across the miles.

~Unknown~
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